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            Abstract
Human pluripotent stem cells hold potential for regenerative medicine, but available cell types have significant limitations. Although embryonic stem cells (ES cells) from in vitro fertilized embryos (IVF ES cells) represent the â€˜gold standardâ€™, they are allogeneic to patients. Autologous induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS cells) are prone to epigenetic and transcriptional aberrations. To determine whether such abnormalities are intrinsic to somatic cell reprogramming or secondary to the reprogramming method, genetically matched sets of human IVF ES cells, iPS cells and nuclear transfer ES cells (NT ES cells) derived by somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) were subjected to genome-wide analyses. Both NT ES cells and iPS cells derived from the same somatic cells contained comparable numbers of de novo copy number variations. In contrast, DNA methylation and transcriptome profiles of NT ES cells corresponded closely to those of IVF ES cells, whereas iPS cells differed and retained residual DNA methylation patterns typical of parental somatic cells. Thus, human somatic cells can be faithfully reprogrammed to pluripotency by SCNT and are therefore ideal for cell replacement therapies.
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                    Figure 1: Global methylation status.[image: ]


Figure 2: Methylation at imprinted regions.[image: ]


Figure 3: Methylation at X-chromosome inactivation sites.[image: ]


Figure 4: CG DMRs across NT ES cells and iPS cells.[image: ]


Figure 5: Non-CG mega DMRs in NT ES cells and iPS cells.[image: ]


Figure 6: Gene expression analysis by RNA-seq.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Mitochondrial DNA genotyping.
a, Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) genotyping by RNA-seq and MethylC-seq. The NT4 line carried a C/T heteroplasmy at position 16092 (open oval) while the other NT ES cell and IVF ES cell lines contained a homoplasmic C allele at this position. b, Chromatographs of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs, arrows) within the human mitochondrial genome indicate that all four NT ES cell lines share a mtDNA sequence with IVF ES cells. Notably, the NT4 line carried a C/T heteroplasmy at position 16092 (double peaks with blue representing C and red representing T in the chromatograph) while other NT ES cell lines and both hESO-7 and hESO-8 contained a homoplasmic C allele. The mtDNA sequence of all iPS cell lines was identical to the parental HDFs. c, mtDNA genotyping by Sanger sequencing demonstrated that all Leigh-iPS cell lines contain a G mutation at mtDNA position 8993 and the Leigh-NT1 line contains oocyte mtDNA with a wild-type T at the same position.


Extended Data Figure 2 Subchromosomal genomic aberrations in IVF ES cells, NT ES cells and iPS cells.
a, The location and type of CNVs for all mapped samples. One-copy deletion regions are shown in red, two-copy deletions are in yellow, duplicated regions (three copies) are in dark blue, and runs of homozygosity (ROHs) are in green. b, The average number of CNVs per stem cell type for IVF ES cells, NT ES cells and iPS cells. Owing to the small sample sizes, no statistically significant differences were found between sample groups. c, Bar graphs displaying the number of InDels by sample. d, Bar graphs showing the average number of InDels found in the iPS cell lines and NT ES cell lines. No statistically significant differences were found between sample groups. Error bars, s.e.m.


Extended Data Figure 3 XIST and XACT expression.
a, Bar graph showing the reads per kb per million reads (RPKMs) of the XIST gene for pluripotent stem cell lines and HDFs. b, Bar graph showing the log transformed normalized read count of the XACT gene for the same samples. Error bars, s.e.m.


Extended Data Figure 4 Genes with aberrant methylation and associated alterations in gene expression.
a, Hypermethylation of iPS-R2 (black line in bar graphs representing the average Î²-values for methylation level, right side of y axis) and decreased gene expression of POU3F4, SLITRK2 and SLITRK4 (bar graphs representing normalized reads, averaged between replicates, left side of y axis). b, Hypomethylation (black line in bar graphs representing the average Î²-values for methylation level, right side of y axis) of iPS-R1 (top two graphs and bottom left corner) and iPS-S2 (bottom right corner) correlated with decreased gene expression of DACH2, CHM, RPS6KA6 and TMEM187 (bar graph representing normalized reads, averaged between replicates, left side of y axis).


Extended Data Figure 5 Differential methylation at autosomal non-imprinted loci.
Heat map displaying 1,621 autosomal, non-imprinted CpGs that were differentially methylated among NT ES cells, iPS cells and IVF ES cells (n = 10) (Kruskalâ€“Wallis P-value < 0.01, Î”Î² > 0.5). CpG probes were clustered into six groups using an unsupervised self-organizing map algorithm24. The line graphs on the right represent an average Î²-value for each cluster.


Extended Data Figure 6 Methylation of CpG probes.
Box plots representing the Î²-values for all autosomal non-imprinted probes on the methylation array located within specified genomic regions. The box plots show a general trend of higher methylation levels in iPS cells compared to IVF ES cells. The number of CpGs interrogated in each genomic region is included on the y axis. The box represents the interquartile range (25th to 75th percentile), and the line within the box marking represents the median. The notch in the box represents the 95% confidence interval around the median. The whiskers above and below the box contain 99.3% of the data with outliers represented by circles above and below the whiskers. a, Probes within 2,000 base pairs of the transcription start site (TSS). b, Probes within CpG Islands (CGIs). c, Probes in the 5â€² region (0â€“2 kb upstream of CGI). d, Probes in the 3â€² region (0â€“2 kb downstream of CGI). e, Probes in the 5â€² region (2â€“4 kb upstream of CGI). f, Probes in the 3â€² region (2â€“4 kb downstream of CGI). g, Functional annotation of the mammalian genome (FANTOM 4) promoters with high CpG content. h, FANTOM 4 promoters with low CpG content. i, Probes within enhancers. j, Probes within major histocompatibility complex (MHC) regions. k, Probes within cancer differential methylated regions (CDMRs). l, Probes within reprogramming differentially methylated regions (RDMRs). m, Probes within short interspersed nuclear element (SINE) regions. n, Probes within long interspersed nuclear element (LINE) regions. o, Probes within long terminal repeat (LTR) regions.


Extended Data Figure 7 Non-CG mega DMRs.
a, Heat map of normalized mCH/CH of all 150 non-CG mega DMRs identified by comparing four NT ES cell lines, nine iPS cell lies to five IVF ES cell lines from this study and the previous studies28,29,30. b, An example of non-CG mega DMRs (black bar) ranged from 1,995,000 bp to 4,850,000 bp on chromosome 8. The y axis is normalized mCH/CH, which is defined as the weighted non-CG methylation level minus bisulphite non-conversion and dividing median mCH/CH of 5 kb bin. Scope was extended 200 kb on both sides to show non-CG methylation profile of regions surrounding non-CG mega DMRs. c, A representative non-CG mega DMR (black bar) hypomethylated in both iPS cells and NT ES cells on chromosome 21. d, A representative non-CG mega DMR hypermethylated only in iPS cells on chromosome 10.


Extended Data Figure 8 Expression patterns of genes in non-CG mega DMRs.
a, Number of genes in non-CG mega DMRs identified in each sample. b, Average number of genes falling in non-CG mega DMRs in NT ES cells and iPS cells. c, Histogram of gene expression in iPS cells for the genes located in hypermethylated. d, Hypomethylated non-CG mega DMRs identified in iPS cells. The x axis is the log2 fold change of iPS cell RPKM compared to IVF ES cell RPKM. e, Histogram of gene expression in NT ES cells for the genes located in hypomethylated non-CG mega DMRs. The x axis is the log2 fold change of NT ES cell RPKM compared to IVF ES cell RPKM. NT ES cell (or iPS cell) RPKM was the average of two replicates, while ES cell RPKM was the average of all replicates of hESO-7 and hESO-8.


Extended Data Table 1 Complete list of genomic aberrations identified in human IVF ES cells, NT ES cells and iPS cellsFull size table


Extended Data Table 2 Allelic expression of imprinted genesFull size table
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